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Earlier-obtained image described as mass and later-obtained image described as
non-mass enhancement by same reader for images of same patient. Credit:
ARRS

Findings from a Scientific Online Poster presented during the 2023
ARRS Annual Meeting at the Hawaiian Convention Center suggest there
is institutional variability in both projection order and image acquisition
timing for contrast-enhanced mammography (CEM) protocol, with a
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previous systematic review revealing at least 7 different combinations in
projection order.

"Our study demonstrates that earlier-obtained recombined imaging is
significantly preferred in cancer lesion characterization, with a few
instances demonstrating that biopsy-proven lesions may appear more
conspicuously on earlier-obtained imaging (e.g., mass versus non-mass
enhancement)," said Dennis Dwan, MD, of Beth Israel Deaconess
Medical Center in Boston, MA. Also noting a preference trend for
craniocaudal (CC) over mediolateral oblique (MLO) projection, "given
better characterization on earlier imaging," Dr. Dwan added, "CEM
protocols should consider prioritizing imaging the side of pathology."

In Dwan et al.'s study, two groups of consecutive CEM cases were
performed on patients prior to cancer diagnosis: 40 cases, from 2016 to
2018, acquired with CC views performed first; 38 cases, from 2019 to
2020, acquired with MLO views performed first. The side of pathology
was initially imaged in either the CC or MLO projection (earlier-
obtained imaging), followed by the contralateral side in the same
projection. Then, imaging was repeated for the other projection (later-
obtained imaging). Five readers evaluated cases for cancer visibility,
confidence margin, and cancer conspicuity against background
parenchymal enhancement (BPE). Additional analysis compared earlier-
and later-obtained images, as well as CC compared to MLO projection.

In this ARRS Annual Meeting Online Poster, 78 female patients were
included (mean age, 58 years). Ultimately, no significant difference was
shown in menopausal status, breast density, or BPE between group 1 and
2. Mean acquisition time of the earlier- and later-obtained imaging was
2.5 minutes and 4.75 minutes, respectively. In 35/390 (9%) of instances,
an individual reader changed the reported lesion type between earlier
and later imaging, with most instances (n = 28/35, 80%) reflecting a
situation where a finding was downgraded to a less conspicuous finding
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on later-obtained imaging.

Overall, reader preference was for earlier-obtained images when
assessing visibility of cancer, confidence in margins, and conspicuity of
lesion against BPE (p 
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